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The project of Inclusive Democracy: no longer a toddler  

 Alexandros Gezerlis 

  Assistant editor of Democracy & Nature 

 Inclusive Democracy is the project for direct political democracy, economic democracy (beyond 
the confines of the market economy and state planning), as well as democracy in the social 
realm and ecological democracy. In short, Inclusive Democracy is a form of social organisation 
which re-integrates society with economy, polity and nature. The concept of Inclusive 
Democracy is derived from a synthesis of two major historical traditions: the classical democratic 
and the socialist. It also encompasses radical green, feminist, indigenous and liberation 
movements in the South. From the Inclusive Democracy perspective the world is in a 
multidimensional crisis, caused by the concentration of power in the hands of various elites, as a 
result of the establishment of the economic system of market/growth economy, its political 
complement in the form of representative ‘democracy’, and the related forms of hierarchical 
structures. Inclusive Democracy is therefore not seen as a utopia but as probably the only way 
out of the present crisis. 

Supporters of the project of Inclusive Democracy have already offered a distinct analysis of 
today’s reality, along with an ulterior goal of an autonomous society, as well as a transitional 
strategy through which it is possible to arrive at this goal. These ‘ingredients’ of the project were 
first fleshed out in Takis Fotopoulos’ immensely significant work, Towards an Inclusive 
Democracy (1). However, it is more than obvious that a single book can merely begin the 
discussion on a novel project for human emancipation; this discussion was continued through 
the pages of Democracy & Nature since 1997 and was significantly extended mainly (but not 
exclusively) in the papers authored by Takis Fotopoulos. The purpose of the present Introduction 
is to describe, in a somewhat brief and by necessity partial fashion, this extension of the 
project’s analysis and more importantly to show the logical interconnections between on the one 
hand the views offered on the various topics treated and on the other the axiomatic choice 
supporters of Inclusive Democracy have made in favour of freedom (defined as individual and 
social autonomy). 

To this end, we have divided the various topics that were (and are to be) discussed in three 
categories, referring correspondingly to:  

‘material’ dimensions of the system (i.e. issues relating to the everyday economic and political 
situation of social individuals),  
‘ideological’ dimensions of the system (i.e. methods of ideological control of the population and 
of theoretical grounding of the status quo), and  
‘anti-systemic’ matters, i.e. matters that lie beyond the system (e.g. the issues of antisystemic 
movements, transition strategies, and those relating to the political constitution of an alternative 
society).  

This division is basically an artificial one, since many of the topics expand into more than one 
categories, but we have chosen to go ahead with it mainly for reasons of clarity in our 
presentation. In any case, what should be kept in mind is that the system to which we refer is 
taken to mean basically the market economy and its political complement, representative 
‘democracy’. 
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‘Material’ dimensions of the system 

Since, as we just mentioned, in the Inclusive Democracy (ID) problematique the modern-day 
hierarchical system of social organisation is seen as mainly consisting of two poles, an economic 
one (market economy) and a political one (representative ‘democracy’), it would be very 
interesting to see how the project of ID views these poles in relation to today’s most significant 
‘phenomenon’: globalization(2). In this regard, the ID project sees the main division in the 
theoretical analysis of the Left on the matter as centering around the crucial issue of whether 
the present globalisation (which is considered to lead to a growing concentration of economic 
and political power and to an eco-catastrophic development) is reversible within the market 
economy system or whether instead it can only be eliminated within the process of developing a 
new mass anti-systemic movement. The first option is termed ‘non-systemic’ since, in order to 
interpret globalisation, it refers to various exogenous factors that are not directly related to the 
structural characteristics and the dynamics of the market economy system. On the contrary, the 
second option is termed ‘systemic’ since, in order to interpret globalisation, it focuses on these 
structural characteristics. 

According to the ID approach to globalisation, which is a ‘systemic’ approach, the emergence of 
the neoliberal internationalised market economy is basically the outcome of a dynamic process 
and not the result of conspiracies, or of the policies of evil neoliberal parties and/or degraded 
socialdemocratic parties, as reformists in the Left assert. It represents, in fact, the completion of 
the marketisation process, which was merely interrupted by the rise of statism in the 1930s and 
its subsequent fall in the 1970s. This monumental event, at the political level, implied the end of 
the social democratic consensus which marked the early post war period – i.e. the consensus 
involving both conservative and socialdemocratic parties which were committed to active state 
intervention with the aim of determining the overall level of economic activity, so that a number 
of socialdemocratic objectives could be achieved (full employment, welfare state, better 
distribution of income etc). Thus, the arrangements adopted in the post-war period in order to 
open and liberalise the markets, mostly, institutionalised (rather than created) the present form 
of the internationalised market economy. In other words, it was the market economy’s grow-or-
die dynamic and, in particular, the emergence and continuous expansion of transnational 
corporations and the parallel development of the Euro-dollar market, which led to its 
internationalised form today. In fact, the opening and liberalising of markets was simply part of a 
historical trend (which has been set in motion by the elites controlling the market economy since 
its establishment) to minimise social controls over markets and particularly those aiming to protect 
labour and the environment that interfered with economic ‘efficiency’ and profitability. 

In this framework, the death of the welfare State(3) as well as the marketisation of the ex-Soviet 
block countries(4) are seen in the ID project as nothing more than consequences of the on-going 
globalisation, which in its turn is due to the dynamics of the market economy. In relation to the 
former, the system of the welfare State is viewed as no longer feasible in the framework of the 
internationalised market economy while it is pointed out that the current discourse of 
‘empowering’ the citizen through ending the ‘culture of dependency on the State’ actually 
functions as part of the ideology of marketization, if it does not involve proposals for ending the 
citizen’s dependence not just on the state but also on the market. Finally, in relation to the 
latter, it is shown that the effects of marketization were generally catastrophic, resulting in the 
deterioration of the economic and social welfare of the majority of the population in these 
countries. In this case, as in every other, the marketisation process has drastically improved the 
standard of living of the privileged minorities which control the political and economic process, at 
the expense of the vast majority of the population. 

Having examined economic globalisation and some of its implications, let us now pass to the 
political dimensions of today’s system. 
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 In the ID framework, the political-military aspect of the New World Order is expressed by the 
emergence of a new informal political globalisation securing the concentration of political power 
in the hands of a newly-emerged transnational political elite. This way, arises a fruitful way to 
see how wars materialise in today’s society. Wars among advanced market economies (USA, EU, 
Japan) which control the New Economic Order are, almost by definition, ruled out since these 
states are nothing more than the municipalities of the internationalised market economy and 
their job is to provide, at the cheapest possible cost, the infrastructure and the ‘public goods’ 
required for the effective functioning of ‘business’. However, this is not the case as regards wars 
between them and dependent economies, as well as those among dependent economies (in 
which case the advanced economies may be fighting wars ‘by proxy’). 

Thus, the so called ‘war’ against terrorism that was launched by the transnational elite in the 
aftermath of the events of September 11, like the previous ‘wars’ of the transnational elite 
(Iraq(5) --which began in 1990 but was completed in 2003—Yugoslavia(6), is seen in the ID 
problematique as aiming at securing the stability of the New World Order – which is founded on 
capitalist neoliberal globalisation and representative ‘democracy’– by crushing any perceived 
threats against it. However, this is also a new type of war(7). Unlike the previous ‘wars’, this is a 
global and permanent war. A global war, because its targets are not only specific ‘rogue’ 
regimes, which are not fully integrated in the New World Order or simply do not ‘toe the line’, 
but any kind of regime or social group and movement which resists the New World Order: from 
the Palestinian up to the antiglobalisation movements; and a permanent war, because it is 
bound to continue for as long as the New World Order, and the associated with it systemic and 
state violence to protect the present huge asymmetry of power between and within nations 
(which give rise to counter-violence) are perpetuated. 

The oppression that the extreme majority of the world population faces today extends therefore 
to many levels and is not limited to the economic sphere (even ‘in the last instance’). Thus, 
social phenomena like unemployment, poverty, insecurity, political alienation and apathy, as well 
as various forms of discrimination against parts of the population on the basis of gender, race, 
identity etc, are seen in the ID project as simply forms of systemic violence, as a result of the 
institutionalisation of concentration of power in  all its forms, that is, the institutionalisation of 
political, economic and social  inequality. It is therefore clear that the ultimate cause of systemic 
violence is the non-democratic organisation of society, in other words its organisation on the 
basis of institutions which, instead of aiming to secure the equal distribution of power in all its 
forms among all citizens, aim at reproducing the pattern of asymmetry of power that has 
historically been established by privileged social groups. 

In this regard, the ID project has offered wider (economic, political and social) abstract analysis 
with reference to today’s society of instituted heteronomy(8). The collapse of the socialist 
project and the consequent abandonment of ‘grand narratives’, it is postulated, should not be 
followed by the rejection of every type of class analysis and politics, or, even more so, by the 
abandonment of every attempt to develop a universal project for human emancipation. Instead, 
class divisions have to be redefined to extend beyond the original conception of them which was 
restricted to the economic sphere, and a new class model should be developed, which would 
embrace the politics of ‘difference’ and ‘identity’ and would be appropriate to the era of an 
internationalised market economy. Thus, the ID project, on the basis of the rationale that the 
inadequacies of the Marxist class categories should under no circumstances lead to idleness, or 
to the facile (and fashionable)  conclusion that ‘class is dead’, has proceeded to propose a new 
model of class divisions based on the unequal distribution of power in all its forms, and to 
redefine accordingly the subject of emancipatory politics today. 
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‘Ideological’ dimensions of the system 

A fundamental precondition for the reproduction of every kind of society is the consistency 
between the dominant beliefs, ideas and values on the one hand and the existing institutional 
framework on the other. In other words, unlike culture which has a broader scope and may 
express values and ideas that are not necessarily consistent with the dominant institutions (this 
has frequently been the case in arts and literature), the dominant social paradigm has to be in 
consistence with the existing institutions for society to be reproducible. In fact, institutions are 
reproduced mainly through the internalisation of the values consistent with them rather than 
through violence by the elites which benefit from them (like that described in the previous 
section). This has always been the case. The values, for instance, of the present system, 
according to the ID project, are the ones derived by its basic principles of organisation: the 
principle of heteronomy and the principle of individualism which are built into the institutions of 
the market economy and representative ‘democracy’. Such values involve the values of inequity 
and effective oligarchy (even if the system calls itself a democracy), competition and 
aggressiveness. This brings us to the issue of the ‘ideological’ dimensions of the system in 
general in the era of neoliberal globalization and of the goals and functions of basic ideological 
institutions like the mass media(9) and  education(10) in particular (we use the term ‘ideology’ 
not in the Marxian sense of ‘false consiciousness’ but in the loose sense of the word as a system 
of ideas). 

As regards the ideological dimensions of the system in general, the New World Order has an 
important ideological aspect as expressed by the development of a new transnational ideology of 
limited sovereignty (supposedly to protect human rights, to fight ‘terrorism’ etc). This is a kind 
of ideological globalization(11) justifying the decrease of national sovereignty, which 
complements the corresponding decrease of economic sovereignty, as a result of economic 
globalisation. In fact, the transnational elite has already utilized various aspects of this ideology 
(fight for the human rights of Kuwaitis, Iraqis, Kosovars etc, fight against ‘terrorism’) to carry 
out its ‘wars’ against Iraq, Yugoslavia and Afghanistan.  

As regards the role of the mass media, their goals are determined by those owning and 
controlling them, who, usually, are members of the economic elites that control the market 
economy itself. Given the crucial role that the media could play in the internalisation of the 
dominant social paradigm and therefore the reproduction of the institutional framework which 
secures the concentration of power in the hands of the elites, those owning and controlling the 
mass media, according to the ID project, have broader ideological goals than the usual goals 
pursued by those owning and controlling other economic institutions, i.e. profit maximising. The 
main ways in which the mass media try to achieve their ultimate ideological goal are: first,  
assisting in the internalisation of the dominant social paradigm and, second,  marginalising, if 
not excluding altogether, conceptions of reality which do not conform with the dominant social 
paradigm. Two types of mechanisms are used to this effect: the main ‘internal control’ 
mechanisms are ownership and the internal hierarchical structure, which are, both, crucial in the 
creation of the conditions for internal competition among journalists, whereas the ‘ratings’ 
mechanism plays a similar role in the creation of the conditions for external competition among 
media. 

Likewise, educational institutions play a role in the reproduction of the system which is at least 
equally significant as that of the mass media. According to the ID project, in a heteronomous 
society education has a double aim: first, to help in the internalisation of the existing institutions 
and the values consistent with it (the dominant social paradigm), through explicit school lessons 
(like History, introduction to sociology etc.) but , even more significantly – and insidiously – 
through schooling itself, which involves the values of obeyance and discipline (rather than self-
discipline) and unquestioning of teaching; second, to produce ‘efficient’ citizens in the sense of 
citizens who have accumulated enough ‘technical knowledge’ so that they could function 
competently in accordance with society’s aims, as laid down by the elites which control it.  
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However, the ideological effects of the system are not restrained to ‘direct’ control of the 
population, but also refer to attempts to ground sociologically or philosophically the present 
hierarchical social system. In order to examine some of these attempts under the prism of ID, 
we shall first make an apparently irrelevant digression to see what the analysis of this project is 
on two apparently not directly relevant issues: on the one hand technology(12)  and on the 
other one irrationalism(13).   

The view prevailing in the West since the eighteenth-century Enlightenment that science and 
technology permit human beings to control nature (cf. Descartes’s thesis about becoming 
masters and owners of nature) in a never ending process of Progress and emancipation has been 
seriously challenged in the last 30 years or so. Not only have science’s objectivity and neutrality 
been disputed but also technology’s autonomy has been questioned. According to the ID 
problematique, modern technoscience is neither ‘neutral’ in the sense that it is merely a ‘means’ 
which can be used for the attainment of whatever end (cf. the Marxist admiration for the 
organisation of the capitalist factories), nor autonomous in the sense that it is the sole or the 
most important factor determining social structures, relations and values. Instead, it is argued 
that technoscience is conditioned by the power relations implied by the specific set of social, 
political and economic institutions characterising the growth economy and the dominant social 
paradigm. However, an even more important issue that has been raised concerns the democratic 
character of today’s science and technology. To talk about the democratic or oligarchic character 
of technoscience we have to examine the degree of control that citizens exert over its content. If 
we accept the hypothesis made above that technoscience is neither neutral nor autonomous and 
that its nature is crucially conditioned by the power relations implied by the existing institutional 
framework and the dominant social paradigm associated with it, then we may presume that 
modern technoscience is not democratic. The high degree of concentration of power 
characterising today’s society implies an oligarchic control over technoscience that is manifested 
in its content, which, in turn, expresses the existing power relations and the dominant social 
paradigm. 

In the opposite extreme, which turns against technoscience and reason in general, one meets 
the popular nowadays trend of irrationalism. The rise of the ‘new’ irrationalism in the last quarter 
of the twentieth century is found to be based on the three factors: first, the universalisation of 
the market/growth economy, second, the ecological crisis and third the collapse of ‘development’ 
in the South. In the ID problematique, a society is autonomous when it is fully aware that there 
is no exogenous or transcendental source for its institutions and laws and, of course, no life after 
death. On the contrary, the case par excellence of heteronomy in thought is, of course, religion. 
The thesis supported by the ID approach is that there is a fundamental incompatibility between 
democracy (which is premised on the constant questioning of any given truth), and religious and 
spiritualistic traditions, i.e. irrational belief systems which take for granted certain ‘truths’ 
derived through irrational methods. In other words, the choice of  freedom in the form of 
individual and social autonomy implies that the institution of society can not be based on any 
kind of irrational belief system (faith in God, mystical beliefs, etc.). This means that the 
democratic institution of society presupposes that the dominant social paradigm cannot be 
founded on some form of irrationalism. This is so because any system of religious or mystical 
beliefs by definition, excludes the questioning of some core beliefs or ideas and, therefore, is 
incompatible with citizens setting their own laws and making their own ‘truths’ about their 
society.  

The above analysis of technoscience and irrationalism from the ID perspective is particularly 
useful in examining two recent important theoretical currents which, according to the ID 
problematique, play a significant ideological role in the era of neoliberal globalisation. Thus, in 
relation to the issue of science (mentioned above), a very popular current in the last few years 
has been promoting the use of systems theory and complexity(14) to describe and ‘explain’ 
social phenomena. However, such attempts constitute nothing more than a revised form of 
functionalism/evolutionism following the present demise of Marxism. 
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 In the ID problematique, although systems theory and complexity are seen as useful tools in the 
natural sciences in which they offer many useful insights, they are considered to be much less 
useful in the social sciences and indeed are incompatible, both from the epistemological point of 
view and that of their content, with a radical analysis aiming at systemic change towards an 
Inclusive Democracy. The attempt to use the tools of the natural sciences in order to ‘scientify’ 
social analysis is a failure – unless it is taken as an attempt to create a new epistemology for the 
‘classless’ society that the internationalised market economy supposedly creates. But, in this 
case, systems theory becomes another ideological weapon in the hands of the ruling elites to 
perpetuate their privileged position and nothing more. 

On the other hand, a theoretical current that broke all relations with the ‘objectivism’ usually 
connected to reason, and thereby opposing the ‘scientification’ of social analysis, is that of 
postmodernism(15). Postmodernism developed (mostly independently of the structural changes 
in the market economy that materialised at about the same time) as the result of a combination 
of parallel developments at the epistemological level (the crisis of ‘objectivism’ and ‘scientism’), 
the ideological level (the decline of Marxism that was linked to the collapse of ‘actually existing 
socialism’) and the ecological level (the vast ecological crisis which cast a serious doubt on the 
meaning of Progress). It is worth noting, though, that the critique of ‘objectivism’ is not an 
exclusive privilege of the postmodernists, since it was also attempted by theorists like 
Castoriadis who, however, always kept in mind the universalist project of radically changing 
society along democratic lines. 

Furthermore, according to the analysis offered by the ID project, it would be unjustified to say 
that the advanced market economies have entered a new era of postmodernity (or a 
postmodern turn) on the basis of the changes at the economic, political, cultural, or scientific 
and theoretical levels of the last quarter of a century or so. These changes in no way reflect a 
kind of break with the past, similar to the one marking the transition from the ‘traditional’ 
society to modernity. Therefore, advanced market economies, following the collapse of liberal 
modernity in the 19th century and that of statist modernity (in both its versions of social 
democracy and Soviet statism) in the 20th, have, in fact, entered a new form of modernity that 
we may call neoliberal modernity, rather than a postmodernity. Neoliberal modernity represents 
a synthesis of the previous forms of modernity and at the same time completes the process 
which began with the institutionalisation of the market economy and representative ‘democracy’ 
that have been presently universalised in the form of the internationalised market economy and 
the developing supra-national forms of governance, respectively. On a different note, there is 
perhaps a need to stress that the irrational element has exercised  a decisive influence in the 
postmodern paradigm. Thus, postmodernism bears a significant relation to the issue of 
irrationalism (mentioned above), particularly so since some postmodernists, in their (justified) 
critique of ‘objectivism’, end up  throwing away the baby (reason) along with the bathwater 
(objectivism). 

In fact, postmodernism has critiqued the traditional ‘objective’ stand  of liberatory ethics(16). 
‘Objective’ liberatory ethics emerged in the nineteenth century as an alternative to the orthodox 
Enlightenment ethics, which had become the dominant ethics in the West after the decline of the 
religion-based ethics of the precapitalist era. The common characteristic of these approaches is 
that they are all based on the hypothesis of some kind of social evolution that is either  
determined  by the historical process (Marxists) or the process of natural evolution (e.g. 
Kropotkin). However, it is possible to avoid both the Scylla of ‘objective’ ethics as well as the 
Charybdis of irrationalist ethics or unbounded moral relativism. This can be done (even though 
we cannot prescribe the moral code for a genuine democratic society, which is obviously a 
matter for the citizens’ assemblies of the future to decide) and has already been attempted 
within the ID problematique.This is so because we can (in fact we should) show the  ethics that, 
in our view (which is, of course, a view that does not claim any ‘objectivity’ but simply a 
consistency with the axiomatic choice of autonomy))  is compatible (and, conversely, the ethics 
that  is incompatible)  with the institutions of a democratic society – a point that brings us 
‘beyond the system’, the issue which we examine in the next section. 
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Beyond the system 

In the tradition of the Left, one can find many movemental attempts to defeat the system, and 
also some attempts of actual theoretical concretisation of the content of a future society that is 
beyond the present system. However, antisystemic movements(17), have declined in the era of 
neoliberal modernity. This fact has been shown by the ID project to be related to the nature of 
the traditional antisystemic movements which challenged one or the other particular form of 
power rather than power itself, as a result of the one-dimensional conception of the ‘system’ 
adopted by these movements, which typically saw one form of power as the basis of all other 
forms of power. Today, the issue is not anymore to challenge one form of power or another but 
to challenge power itself, which constitutes the basis of heteronomy. In other words, what is 
needed today according to the ID problematique is a new type of antisystemic movement that 
should challenge heteronomy itself, rather than simply various forms of heteronomy. The 
antiglobalisation ‘movement’, which can be seen as a continuation of the democratic movement 
that began in the 1960s, has the potential to develop into such a movement provided that it 
starts building bases at the local level with the explicit aim to create a new democratic 
globalisation based on local Inclusive Democracies that would reintegrate society with the 
economy, polity and nature, in an institutional framework of equal distribution of power in all its 
forms. 

In this direction, a concrete strategy aiming at the transition to a confederal Inclusive 
Democracy has been formulated(18), complete with its long-term strategy and its short-term 
programme that will lead us to an alternative society. Thus, the ID strategy involves the building 
of a mass programmatic political movement, like the old socialist movement, with an 
unashamedly universalist goal to change society along genuine democratic lines, beginning here 
and now. Therefore, such a movement should explicitly aim at a systemic change, as well as at a 
parallel change in our value systems. This strategy would entail the gradual involvement of  
increasing numbers of people in a new kind of politics and the parallel shifting of economic 
resources (labour, capital, land) away from the market economy. This way, local Inclusive 
Democracy groups should formulate a comprehensive program for social change which would 
elaborate for their area the overall objective to create a different form of social organisation, 
based on an Inclusive Democracy. In other words, the programme should make absolutely clear 
that the ultimate objective of the various projects included in it is the replacement of the present 
oligarchic structure with an Inclusive Democracy, as defined above. This implies that such a 
program should be fought for not just as a kind of new politics but as the political structure itself 
leading to an Inclusive Democracy. 

Passing from the transition to an Inclusive Democracy to the actual functioning of an Inclusive 
Democracy itself, one of the most significant relevant issues raised (given that possible models 
of institutional organisation were already proposed in Towards an Inclusive Democracy) is that of 
education in an Inclusive Democracy, in other words of paideia(19). Paideia will play a crucial 
role in a future democratic society with respect to the internalisation of its values, that would 
necessarily be the ones derived by its basic principles of organisation: the principle of autonomy 
and the principle of community, which would be built into the institutions of an Inclusive 
Democracy. Since the institutions alone are not sufficient to secure the non-emergence  of 
informal elites, it is here that the crucial importance of education, which in a democratic society 
will take the form of paideia, arises.   

Paideia presupposes a radical change in value systems (through a transitional process of 
emancipatory education) which would lead to a new dominant social paradigm. In a Democratic 
society, paideia is seen both as personal training and as civic schooling, with each of these two 
components being linked to a set of institutional preconditions (at the educational level and at 
society’s level, correspondingly). 
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 Thus, paideia as personal training induces the development of the general capacity to learn, so 
that individuals become autonomous, i.e. capable of self-reflective activity and deliberation. This 
capacity is developed through involvement in actual life as well as through a guided tour to 
scientific, technological and practical knowledge. Also, paideia as civic schooling induces the 
development of citizens’ self-activity by using their very self-activity as a means of internalising 
the democratic institutions and the values which are consistent with them. The aim is to create 
responsible individuals that have internalised both the necessity of laws and the fact that it is 
possible to put the laws into question, i.e. individuals capable of interrogation, reflectiveness, 
and deliberation. 

Summing up, we feel the need to stress the fact that, in our view, the Inclusive Democracy 
project offers what is deeply missing today in the left libertarian democratic tradition: a modern 
analysis of today’s reality, a clearly formulated goal of a democratic society and a clear-cut 
strategy leading to the attainment of that goal. Therefore, we cannot avoid ascribing to the 
analysis (old and new) around the Inclusive Democracy project the importance it deserves. 
Thus, one can only hope that the discussion on issues emanating from the Inclusive Democracy 
project, which, as we attempted to show above, so fruitfully developed since 1997, is further 
expanded in the future. 
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